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Notes on the documentation
This description is only intended for the use of trained specialists in control and automation engineering who
are familiar with the applicable national standards.
It is essential that the documentation and the following notes and explanations are followed when installing
and commissioning the components. 
It is the duty of the technical personnel to use the documentation published at the respective time of each
installation and commissioning.

The responsible staff must ensure that the application or use of the products described satisfy all the
requirements for safety, including all the relevant laws, regulations, guidelines and standards.

Disclaimer

The documentation has been prepared with care. The products described are, however, constantly under
development.
We reserve the right to revise and change the documentation at any time and without prior announcement.
No claims for the modification of products that have already been supplied may be made on the basis of the
data, diagrams and descriptions in this documentation.

Trademarks

Beckhoff®, TwinCAT®, TwinCAT/BSD®, TC/BSD®, EtherCAT®, EtherCAT G®, EtherCAT G10®, EtherCAT P®,
Safety over EtherCAT®, TwinSAFE®, XFC®, XTS® and XPlanar® are registered trademarks of and licensed by
Beckhoff Automation GmbH.
Other designations used in this publication may be trademarks whose use by third parties for their own
purposes could violate the rights of the owners.

Patent Pending

The EtherCAT technology is patent protected, in particular by the following applications and patents:
EP1590927, EP1789857, EP1456722, EP2137893, DE102015105702
with corresponding applications or registrations in various other countries.

EtherCAT® is registered trademark and patented technology, licensed by Beckhoff Automation GmbH,
Germany

Copyright

© Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG, Germany.
The reproduction, distribution and utilisation of this document as well as the communication of its contents to
others without express authorisation are prohibited.
Offenders will be held liable for the payment of damages. All rights reserved in the event of the grant of a
patent, utility model or design.
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General and safety instructions
Icons used and their meanings

This documentation uses the following icons next to the safety instruction and the associated text. Please
read the (safety) instructions carefully and comply with them at all times.

Icons in explanatory text
1. Indicates an action.
ð Indicates an action statement.

 DANGER
Acute danger to life!
If you fail to comply with the safety instruction next to this icon, there is immediate danger to human life and
health.

 CAUTION
Personal injury and damage to machines!
If you fail to comply with the safety instruction next to this icon, it may result in personal injury or damage to
machines.

NOTE
Restriction or error
This icon describes restrictions or warns of errors.

Tips and other notes
This icon indicates information to assist in general understanding or to provide additional informa-
tion.

General example
Example that clarifies the text.

NC programming example
Programming example (complete NC program or program sequence) of the described function or NC com-
mand.

Specific version information
Optional or restricted function. The availability of this function depends on the configuration and the
scope of the version.
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1 Overview
Task

The Measurement function permits the precise measurement of a workpiece using a measuring probe.
Therefore, after the probe is triggered, the current axis position is saved.

Effectiveness

The measuring function is initialised and activated for the axes programmed in the measuring probe.

Programming
• G100 and G310 are used to measure a workpiece.
• G101 and G102 utilise the functions saved in the NC program.

Note that with different drives require different parameterisations.

Parametrisation

The axis and channel parameter lists must be parameterised accordingly in order to use the measuring
function. These must also be parameterised depending on the drive type.

For more information on this function, see the chapter Parameters [} 44].

Links to other documents

For the sake of clarity, links to other documents and parameters are abbreviated, e.g. [PROG] for the
Programming Manual or P-AXIS-00001 for an axis parameter.

For technical reasons, these links only function in the Online Help (HTML5, CHM) but not in pdf files since
pdfs do not support cross-linking.
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2 Description
Measuring with G100, G310

When measurement is executed using the NC command G100/G310, an axis position is saved (latched) and
the measurement run may then be terminated.

By default the current position is latched in the drive hardware; alternatively the state of the measuring probe
can be transferred to the CNC over the PLC interface. See [HLI//Control commands of an axis].

The measured results can be queried or included in the calculation in the NC program by means of
appropriate variables.

The measurement movement may not be smoothed. If polynomial smoothing is selected, it must be
deactivated before the measurement block G100.

Measuring with independent axes

When measurement types 1, 2 or 7 are used, a measurement run can also be executed with independent
axes (see [PROG//Independent axes]). The measuring point is latched for each axis involved.

An independent measurement run is also possible in parallel to a path motion of a G100 measurement run.

Measurement with G100

%Meas_run
N10 G00 X0 Y0 Z0
N20 X5
N30 G100 X10 Y10 F500
N40 G01 X7
N50 M30

The figure shows a representation of the resulting path:

x

y

Measurement
signal

10

5 7 10

Figure 1: Resulting path of the measurement run

%Independent_measurement_path
N10 G0 X0 Y0
N20 X[INDP_SYN G100 G90 POS100 FEED500] \
    Y[INDP_SYN G100 G90 POS100 FEED1000]
N30 M30
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Figure 2: Resulting axis movements of the independent measurement run
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3 Basic settings
Channel parameters, setting the default measurement type

After controller start-up, the default measurement type is valid; this is specified in the channel parameters via
P-CHAN-00057 (measurement type).

For example, assign the value 1 in the channel parameter list P-CHAN-00057 (measurement type) to
execute a measurement run in an NC channel with several axes at the measurement feed rate programmed
via the F word.

The following measurement types are available:

Value Meaning
1* Measurement run (G100) with at least one axis,

Measurement feed programmable by F word.
2* Measurement run (G100) with precisely one axis.

Measurement feed is specified in the axis data list.
An error message is output if the probing signal is missing.

3 Measurement run (G100) with at least one axis,
Measurement feed programmable by F word,
optionally continue motion up to the target point.

4 Measurement run (G100) only with maximum 3 main axes,
Measurement feed programmable by F word.

5 Interruptible measurement run (G210) with at least one axis,
Skip GOTO
Measurement feed programmable by F word.

6 Interruptible measurement run (G310) with at least one SERCOS axis, jump via GOTO
Measurement feed programmable by F word.

7* Measurement run (G100) by moving to a fixed stop with at least one axis,
Measurement feed programmable by F word.

* Measurement run also possible with independent axes.

NC program, switching over the measurement type

In the NC program, use

#MEAS MODE [ [<expr>] ]                                                             (modal)

At any time to select a new measurement type. When #MEAS MODE is programmed without parameters,
the default measurement type specified in the channel parameter list is selected.

Axis parameters

The following parameters must be assigned in the axis parameters:

P-AXIS-00118 Axis can be used as measurement axis.
P-AXIS-00086 Measuring probe stroke. Defines the maximum permitted deceleration distance for

measurement.
P-AXIS-00215 Measurement feedrate for measuring (only with measurement type 2)
P-AXIS-00467 Permissible distance to target point if measuring probe was not operated. (as of

CNC Build V2.11.2010.09, old parameter P-AXIS-00114)
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P-AXIS-00516 Measuring methods used
(as of CNC Build V2.11.2019.15, old parameters P-AXIS-00117, P-AXIS-00116, P-
AXIS-00115, P-AXIS-00257, P-AXIS-00269, P-AXIS-00330)

P-AXIS-00517 Number of probing input
(as of CNC Build V2.11.2019.15, old parameter P-AXIS-00430)

P-AXIS-00518 Relevant measuring edge
(as of CNC Build V2.11.2019.15, old parameter P-AXIS-00113)

Parameterisation example

kenngr.messachse                   1
kenngr.hub_messtaster              100000
kenngr.vb_messen                   10000
kenngr.probing_offset              0
kenngr.measure.signal              PLC
kenngr.measure.input               1
kenngr.measure.edge                POS
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4 Measure with one / several axes
Release axes

All axes in which measurements are to be taken or which could be moved by a measurement run must be
enabled for this in the axis parameter list via P-AXIS-00118 and the measurement signal must be looped
through to all measurement axes.

Wait for probing signal of moved and released axes

2.5D operation

All axes moved and released during the measuring run must report a measuring signal (latching of the
measuring position). If the axis is not moved by G100, no measuring signal is generated in this axis.

Wait for probing signal

kopf.achs_nr                         1
kopf.log_achs_name                   X
kenngr.messachse                     1

kopf.achs_nr                         2
kopf.log_achs_name                   Y
kenngr.messachse                     1

%Measurement run
N10 G00 X0 Y1 Z0
N20 X5
N30 G100 X10 F500       (Wait for probing signal from X
N40 G01 Y3
N50 G100 Y10 F500       (Wait for probing signal from Y
N60 G01 X10 Y5
N70 G100 X15 Y10 F500   (Wait for probing signal from X & Y
N100 M30

5

Y

10

5

0 X

3

15

measure Y

measure X&Y

10

measure
X

Figure 3: Programmed path

Cartesian transformation, #CS

For measuring during an active Cartesian transformation, all 3 main axes must be enabled as measuring
axes. The measuring signal must be looped through in all measuring axes, regardless of whether the axis
was actually moved.

In all Cartesian transformer axes, measurement values are laughed and mapped into corresponding ACS or
PCS values.

Cartesian transformation

kopf.achs_nr                         1
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kopf.log_achs_name                   X
kenngr.messachse                     1

kopf.achs_nr                         2
kopf.log_achs_name                   Y
kenngr.messachse                     1

%Measurement run
N10 G00 X0 Y1 Z0

N20 #CS ON[0,0,0,0,0,45]
N30 G100 X10 F500       (Wait for probing signal from X Y
N40 #CS OFF

N50 #CS ON[0,0,0,0,0,90]
N60 G100 X10 F500       (Wait for probing signal from X Y
N70 #CS OFF

N100 M30

5

Y

10

5

0 X

measure X&Y

10
X'' = 10

X' = 10
measure Y

Figure 4: Programmed path 2

For measuring during an active kinematic transformation, all kinematic axes must be enabled as measuring
axes. The measurement signal must be looped through in all measurement axes, regardless of whether the
axis was actually moved.

In all kinematic transformer axes, measured values are latched and mapped into corresponding ACS or PCS
values.
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5 Programming
Measurement results, V.A.MESS.<axis> V.A.MERF.<axis> V.A.MOFFS.<axis> V.A.MEIN.<axis>

When a measurement is executed by the NC command G100/G310, an axis position is stored after a
measuring probe is triggered. After the measurement interrupt is triggered, the current position is stored
(latched) and the measurement run may then be ended.

The positions recorded by the measurement process can be used in the NC program by G101/G102
(calculation of the measurement offset) and special axis-specific variables.

Examples:

V.A.MESS.X Measured value of axis X in the coordinate system in which the
measurement took place, including all offsets.

V.A.MERF.X Measurement terminated (TRUE/FALSE). Indicates whether the
measurement interrupt is received before the target position is
reached.

V.A.MOFFS.X Distance between probing position and programmed target position.
V.A.MEIN.X The current measurement offset of the X axis including the

calculation by G101. This acts as an additive offset of the
programmed position:
                           PCS’ = PCS + measurement offsetG101

V.G.MEAS_TYPE Value of currently active measurement type   [as of Build
V2.11.2022.03]
For further information on the measurement function, refer to the
program manual [PROG// Chapter Measurement functions].

V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.<axis>
V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.<axis>

As of Build V2.11.2020.07 the axis-specific variables
V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE and V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE supplement
the variable V.A.MESS. The additional variables supply the
measured value both in the axis coordinate system including all
offsets as well as the measured value in the programming
coordinate system.

Examples:

V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.X Measured value of axis X in the axis coordinate system (ACS). The
value contains all offsets.

V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.X Measured value of axis X in the program coordinate system (PCS).
The value includes no offsets in the calculation. The ball radius of
the measuring probe includes the tool radius specification in the
calculation of the PCS value (see example below). The inclusion of
the ball radius in the calculation is controlled in the channel
parameter P-CHAN-00311.
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Measure with a measuring probe tool of 2mm diameter

%meas_example
:
;Measuring probe tool
;with 2mm radius
D1
:
G0 X150 Z200
G100 Z20
:
M30

O
X

Z

Workpiece

Programmed
path of
measurement

Start position

End position

Radius of 
probe tip 2 mm

100 
(V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE)

102 
(V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE)

Figure 5: Measure with a measuring probe tool of 2mm diameter

Include the measurement offset in calculations with G101, G102

The

G101 <axisname><fact> { <axisname><fact> }                                                                (non- modal)

can include an offset in calculations in the NC program.

The measurement offset is the distance between the recorded probing position and the programmed target
position. It is calculated as follows:

measurement offset = measuring point – target point

For programmed coordinates, the measurement offset determined from the measured values is included in
the calculation of a further offset between programmed and absolute coordinates. An error message is
output if no measured values were detected beforehand. The numeral after the axis designation represents
the inclusion factor.

The offset caused by the measurement offset is valid until it is deselected by G102.

G102 { <axisname><dummy_expr> }                                                                                 (non-modal)
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Figure 6: Measurement offset

If several measurement runs are programmed in sequence, the axis-specific variable V.A.MERF
when used considers that the values from the previous measurement are retained for non-pro-
grammed axes.

The following relationships apply to the calculation of V.A.MESS.*, V.A.MEAS.* and V.A.MOFFS.* (example
for X axis):

V.A. Without 
transformation 
(2.5D)

With Cartesian
transformation
#CS ON

With kinematic
transformation
#TRAFO ON

MESS.X ACS position
(includes all
offsets)

Conversion of
ACS position into active
coordinate system (PCS)
including offsets

Conversion of
ACS position into active
coordinate system
(PCS) including offsets

MEAS.ACS.VALUE.X ACS position
(includes all
offsets)

ACS position
(includes all
offsets)

ACS position
(includes all
offsets)

MEAS.PCS.VALUE.X ACS position
(without
offsets)

Conversion of
ACS position into active
coordinate system (PCS)
without offsets

Conversion of
ACS position into active
coordinate system
(PCS) without offsets

MOFFS.X = V.A.MESS.X
   – V.A.PROG.X
   – Zero Shifts
   – Tool Offset

= V.A.MESS.X
   – V.A.PROG.X
   – Zero Shifts
   – Tool Offset

= V.A.MESS.X
   – V.A.PROG.X
   – Zero Shifts

Measure in ACS without offsets.
The programming examples below assume an ideal measuring probe with a ball radius of 0 mm.Assumption:
Measuring probe is triggered at ACS position Z=100.
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%meas1
N05 #MEAS MODE[1]
N10 G01 G90 Z200 F2000
N20 G100 Z20 F2000
N30 #MSG SYN["V.A.MESS.Z=%f", V.A.MESS.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MESS.Z = 100.0
N31 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                               V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z]
                            -> V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z = 100.0
N32 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                               V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z]
                            -> V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z = 100.0
N40 #MSG SYN["V.A.MOFFS.Z=%f", V.A.MOFFS.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MOFFS.Z = 80.0
N50 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z]
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N60 G101 Z1
N70 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z]
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 80.0
N80 G01 Z100 F1000
N90 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z]
                          -> V.A.ABS.Z = 180.0
N100 G102 Z1
N110 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z]
                            -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N120 G01 Z100 F1000
N130 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z]
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 100.0
N140 M30

O
X

Z

Workpiece

Programmed path
of measurement

Start position

End position

Surface of workpiece
Probe

20

100 
(V.A.MESS)

200

80
(V.A.OFFS)

Figure 7: Measure without offsets
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Measure in the ACS with reference point offset
Measure with reference point offset, G92Assumption: Measuring probe is triggered at ACS position Z=100.

%meas2
N05 #MEAS MODE[1]
N10 G92 Z33
N20 G01 G90 Z200 F2000
N30 G100 Z20 F2000
N40 #MSG SYN["V.A.MESS.Z=%f", V.A.MESS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MESS.Z = 100.0
N41 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                            V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z]
                         -> V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z = 100.0
N42 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                            V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z]
                         -> V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z = 67.0
N50 #MSG SYN["V.A.MOFFS.Z=%f", 
                            V.A.MOFFS.Z] 
                         -> V.A.MOFFS.Z = 47.0
N60 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N70 G101 Z1
N80 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 47.0
N90 G01 Z100 F1000
N100 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 180.0
N110 G102 Z1
N120 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N130 G01 Z100 F1000
N140 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 133.0
N150 M30

O
X

Z

Workpiece

Programmed
path of
measurement

Start position

End position

Surface of workpiece
Probe

53
(20+33)

100 
(V.A.MESS)

233
(200+33)

47
(V.A.OFFS)

Figure 8: Measure with reference point offset
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Measure with CS, offset only
Measure with machining coordinate system CS, offset.Assumption: Measuring probe is triggered at ACS po-
sition Z=100.

%meas3
N05 #MEAS MODE[1]
N10 #CS ON[0,0,33,0,0,0]
N20 G01 G90 Z200 F2000
N30 G100 Z20 F2000
N40 #MSG SYN["V.A.MESS.Z=%f", V.A.MESS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MESS.Z = 67.0
N41 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z=%f",
                         V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z]
                      -> V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z = 100.0
N42 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                         V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z]
                      -> V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z = 67.0
N50 #MSG SYN["V.A.MOFFS.Z=%f", V.A.MOFFS.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MOFFS.Z = 47.0
N60 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N70 G101 Z1
N80 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 47.0
N90 G01 Z100 F1000
N100 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 147.0
N110 G102 Z1
N120 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N130 G01 Z100 F1000
N140 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 100.0
N150 #CS OFF
N160 M30

O
X

Workpiece

Programmed
path of
measurement

Start position

End position

Surface of workpiece
Probe

20CS

(V.A.MESS)

200CS

47
(V.A.OFFS)

O XCS

67CS

Z, ZCS

33

Figure 9: Measure with CS, offset only
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Measure with CS, offset and rotation
Measure with machining coordinate system CS, offset and rotation.Assumption: Measuring probe is
triggered at Z ACS position 55.5mm.

%meas4
N05 #MEAS MODE[1]
N10 #CS ON[0,0,75,0,15,0]
N20 G01 G90 X150 Z100 F2000
N30 G100 Z-10 F1000
N40 #MSG SYN["V.A.MESS.Z=%f", V.A.MESS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MESS.Z = 20.0
N41 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                              V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z]
                           -> V.A.MEAS.ACS.VALUE.Z = 55.5
N42 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z=%f", 
                              V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z]
                           -> V.A.MEAS.PCS.VALUE.Z = 20.0
N50 #MSG SYN["V.A.MOFFS.Z=%f", V.A.MOFFS.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MOFFS.Z = 30.0
N60 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N70 G101 Z1
N80 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                           -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 30.0
N90 G01 Z50 F1000
N100 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 80.0
N110 G102 Z1
N120 #MSG SYN["V.A.MEIN.Z=%f", V.A.MEIN.Z] 
                            -> V.A.MEIN.Z = 0.0
N130 G01 Z50 F1000
N140 #MSG SYN["V.A.ABS.Z=%f", V.A.ABS.Z] 
                           -> V.A.ABS.Z = 50.0
N150 #CS OFF
N160 M30
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Figure 10: Measure with CS, offset and rotation
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6 Measured value detected in the drive hardware

6.1 SERCOS

Drive parameters

The following parameters must be set in the drive in order to use the measurement function:

• Real-time control and status bits used
• Measuring probe to be used
• Measuring probe control parameters
• Measured value in the cyclic telegram

Refer to the drive documentation for details of the parameters supported by the relevant drive.

In addition, a digital input of the drive amplifier may have to be parameterised as a measurement input. For
details, refer to the drive amplifier documentation.

Real-time bits

The two real-time status bits and one real-time control bit are required for the measurement. The real-time
status bits transfer the following information from the drive to the NC kernel:

• Edge occurred at measurement input (measurement completed)
• Measuring probe operated

In addition, a real-time control bit is required to activate the edge evaluation of the measurement input in the
drive (enable measurement).

Assignment of the control and status bits used by the NC kernel is set in the NC kernel by the parameter P-
AXIS-00060. In addition, parameters must be set accordingly in the drive amplifier.

The table below shows the assignment of P-AXIS-00060 in the NC kernel to the status and control bits used.

P-AXIS-00060 Control bits Status bits
Measurement
Enable

measurement
done

Measuring probe
activated

0,
no entry

Real-time control bit 
1

P-AXIS-00106 Real-time status bit
2

1 Real-time control bit 
1

Real-time status bit
1

Real-time status bit
2

2 Real-time control bit 
2

Real-time status bit
2

Real-time status bit
1

We recommend setting P-AXIS-00060 either to value 1 or 2. Value 0 is only present for reasons of
backwards compatibility and requires additional settings in P-AXIS-00106.

Measuring probe control parameters

The measuring probe control parameter (S-0-0169) is used to configure which measuring probe and which
edge of the probing signal is to be used in the drive. This parameter determines where the positions detected
are stored in the various SEROS IDs. The SERCOS IDs must then be transferred in the cyclic actual value
telegram of the drive.

Measuring probe/edge Measuring probe control
parameters
S-0-0169

Measured value
identification
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Measuring probe 1, positive edge S-0-0169 = 1 S-0-0130
Measuring probe 1, negative edge S-0-0169 = 2 S-0-0131
Measuring probe 2, positive edge S-0-0169 = 4 S-0-0132
Measuring probe 2, negative edge S-0-0169 = 8 S-0-0133

Parameterisation of the cyclic telegram

The measured value identification specified in the table above must be configured in the cyclic actual value
telegram depending on the measuring probe control parameter.

Axis parameters

For Lightbus drives, the following entries must be assigned in the axis parameter lists:

P-AXIS-00516
(old:P-AXIS-00116)

Measuring by drive:
     kenngr.measure.signal   DRIVE

P-AXIS-00518
(old: P-AXIS-00113)

Latch at positive or negative probing signal edge:
     kenngr.measure.edge     POS / NEG
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Parameterise a SERCOS drive

The steps required to parameterise a SERCOS drive are presented in a flowchart on the following pages.

Real time bits

Measuring
sensor

Axis parameter:
kenngr.echtzeit_bit_nr = 1

Assignment of real time control bit 1:
S-0-0301 = 405    (Release of sensor 1)
Assignment of real time status bit 2
S-0-0307 = 401 (State of sensor 1)

1      2

1

Measurement of
pos. edge

S-0-0169 =  1 (Sensor 1, pos. edge)
Assingment of realt time status bit 1:
S-0-0305= 409 (Measuring value 1,
positive acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0130 (Measuring value 1 pos.)

Yes No

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 0

S-0-0169 =  2 (Sensor 1, neg. edge)
Assingment of realt time status bit 1:
S-0-0305= 410 (Measuring value 1,
negative acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0131 (Measuring value 1 neg.)

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 1

Assignment of real time bit 1:
S-0-0301 = 406    (Release of Sensor 2)
Assignment of real time status bit 2
S-0-0307 = 402 (State of sensor 2)

Measurement
of pos. edge

S-0-0169 =  4 (Sensor 2, pos. edge)
Assingment of realt time status bit 1:
S-0-0305= 411 (Measuring value 2,
positive acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0132 (Measuring value 2 pos.)

Yes No

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 0

S-0-0169 =  8 (Sensor 2, neg. edge)
Assingment of realt time status bit 1:
S-0-0305= 412 (Measuring value 2,
negative acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0133 (Measuring value 2 neg.)

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 1

Axis parameter:
kenngr.messachse 1
kenngr.vb_messen 10000
kenngr.measure.signal                   DRIVE
kenngr.mess_offset 0

End

2

Start
Configuration of SERCOS-Measurement

Real time bit 1

Figure 11: Flowchart to parameterise a SERCOS drive
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Measuring
sensor

Axis parameter:
kenngr.echtzeit_bit_nr =2

Assignment of real time control bit 2:
S-0-0303 = 405 (Release of sensor 1)
Assignment of real time status bit 1
S-0-0305 = 401 (State of sensor 1)

1      2

Measurement of
pos. edge

S-0-0169 =  1 (Sensor 1, pos. edge)
Assignment of real time status bit 2:
S-0-0307= 409 (Measuring value 1,
positive acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0130 (Measuring value 1 pos.)

Yes No

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 0

S-0-0169 =  2 (Sensor 1, neg. edge)
Assignment of real time status bit 2:
S-0-0307= 410 (Measuring value 1,
negative acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0131 (Measuring value 1 neg.)

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 1

Assignment of real time bit 2:
S-0-0303 = 406 (Release of Sensor 2)
Assignment of real time status bit 1
S-0-0305 = 401 (State of sensor 1)

Measurement
of pos. edge

S-0-0169 =  4 (Sensor 2, pos. edge)
Assignment of real time status bit 2:
S-0-0307= 411 (Measuring value 2,
positive acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of
S-0-0132 (Measuring value 2 pos.)

Yes No

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 0

S-0-0169 =  8 (Sensor 2, neg.
edge)Assignment of real time status bit 2:
S-0-0307= 412 (Measuring value 2,
negative acquisition)
Cycl. actual value: Configuration of   S-0-
0133 (Measuring value 2 neg.)

Axis parameter:
kenngr.mess_neg_flanke = 1

End

Configuration of SERCOS-Measurement
Real time bit 2

Figure 12: Configuration of SERCOS measurement real-time bit no. 2

Axis parameter

The following parameters are necessary in the drive and in the NC kernel to configure the measurement
function of a SERCOS drive on the rising edge of measuring probe 1 using the real time and status bits 1.
kenngr.hub_messtaster                   2000
kenngr.vb_messen                        2000
kenngr.messachse                        1
kenngr.measure.signal                   DRIVE
kenngr.echtzeit_bit_nr                  1
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Figure 13: Configuring the measurement function of a SERCOS drive

Cyclic telegram

Identification S-0-0130 must also be configured when a cyclic telegram is configured:
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Figure 14: ID S-0-0130 must also be configured:
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Drive

The real time bits 1 and measuring probe 1 are used:

• S-0-0301= 405 (real-time control bit 1 = measuring probe 1 enabled)
• S-0-0305 = 409 (real-time status bit 1 = measuring probe 1, positive detected)
• S-0-0307 = 401 (real-time status bit 2 = measuring probe 1)

Figure 15: Real-time bits in the Editor

Measuring probe control word

The value 1 must be entered in the measuring probe control word:

S-0-0169 = 1 (measuring probe 1 positive edge)
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Figure 16: Probe control word with value 1
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6.2 Lightbus

Drive parameters

Digital input 2 in the drive must be programmed as the probing input in order to use the measurement
function. The value 26 must then be assigned to the drive parameter IN2MODE. Connect the measuring
probe to the digital input 2 (X3 terminal 12).

Figure 17: Configure digital input 2 as probing input

Axis parameters

For Lightbus drives, the following entries must be assigned in the axis parameter lists:

P-AXIS-00518
(old: P-AXIS-00113)

Latch at positive or negative probing signal edge:
      kenngr.measure.edge     POS / NEG
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6.3 Terminal drives

Drive parameter / measuring probe terminal

Connect the measuring probe to terminal 4 of the incremental encoder interface KL5101.

Axis parameters

For terminal drives, assign the following entries in the axis parameter lists:

P-AXIS-00518
(old P-AXIS-00113)

Latch at positive probing signal edge (measurement at negative edge is
not supported by the Encoder Interface):
     kenngr.measure.edge   POS
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6.4 EtherCAT

Drive parameters

In order to use the measurement function, the ‘position latch’ function must be assigned to a digital input in
the drive.

1. The value 26 must then be assigned to the drive parameter IN1MODE or IN2Mode.
2. Connect the measuring probe to the digital input (X3 terminal 11 or 12) used in each case.
3. The value 6 must then be assigned to the drive parameter DRVCNFG2.

Figure 18: Configure digital input 2 as probing input

Parameterise the cyclic telegram

When the measurement function is used in the cyclic actual value telegram, a telegram type must be
configured by transmitting the following data:

• Latch status word
• Latch position

A telegram type must be configured in the cycle command value telegram by transmitting the latch control
word.
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Figure 19: Cyclic command value telegram for measuring
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Figure 20: Cyclic actual value telegram for measuring
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Axis parameters

Assign the following entries in the axis parameter lists for EtherCAT drives:

• Select probing signal edge by P-AXIS-00518
• Select probing input used on the drive (Digital Input 1 or 2) by the parameter P-AXIS-00517

P-AXIS-00518
(old P-AXIS-00113)

Latch on positive or negative probing signal edge:
     kenngr.measure.edge      POS / NEG

P-AXIS-00517
(old P-AXIS-00295)

Select the number of the digital probing input in the drive (1/2):
     kenngr.measure.input     1 / 2
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6.5 PROFIDRIVE

Drive parameters

In order to use the measurement function, the rapid digital input I0.0, or I0.X for a double-axis module, must
be programmed.

1. The value 80 must then be assigned to the drive parameter P0660.
2. Connect the measuring probe to the digital input I0.0 or I0.X.

Axis parameters

For PROFIBUS drives, the following entries must be assigned in the axis parameter lists:

P-AXIS-00518
(old P-AXIS-00113)

Latch at positive or negative probing signal edge:
     kenngr.measure.edge      POS / NEG
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7 Measured value detection in the CNC
For special applications or if the drive hardware used provides no latch function, the measured value can be
detected in the CNC.

7.1 Measuring probe signal via PLC interface

CNC – SPS

The status of the measuring probe signal is then transmitted to the CNC via the PLC interface; the CNC
assumes edge evaluation and measured value detection. The task of the PLC is to read in the measuring
probe signal and supply the signal to the PLC interface. See also [HLI// Control commands of an axis].

The measured value is the actual value at the time of occurrence of the probing signal.

Axis parameters

To activate this function, assign the value PLC to the axis parameter P-AXIS-00516. Therefore, this
parameter permits switchover only between probing signal detection modes via the drive or via probing
signal detection via the PLC.

The accuracy of the measured values detected is dependent on the cycle time of the CNC and the
PLC: The accuracy of the measured values detected in the drive is generally more precise since the
position controller or the speed controller cycle time in the drive are used to evaluate the measured
values.
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7.2 Measurement run to fixed stop

Default setting

When a measurement run is executed with motion to a fixed stop, torque limitation must be activated in all
drives involved and any drive-based position lag error monitor must be disabled.

Measurement on the path

The measurement run ends as soon as the fixed stop is detected in one of the axes involved in the
measurement run.

Measurement with gantry axes

With gantry systems (soft and hard gantry), the master axis is always used for measuring. During the
measurement run, the slave axes are also moved. For this reason, torque limitation must also be activated
and position lag monitoring disabled for motions to a fixed stop in slave axis drives.

On TwinCAT systems, torque limitation or position lag monitoring disable in the drives can be al-
ternatively enabled in the PLC (via ADS) instead of the NC program (#IDENT...).

Channel parameters

The following entries must be assigned in the channel parameter list:

P-CHAN-00057 Measurement type 7 for measurement by moving to a fixed stop:
   messtyp   7

P-CHAN-00266 Error response with measurement type 7
   meas_fixed_stop_no_error
   e.g. with value 1

Select measurement type in the NC program

Alternatively, the measurement type can be changed in the NC program by the command #MEAS MODE[7].
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Axis parameters

The following entries must be assigned in the axis parameter lists:

P-AXIS-00516
(old P-AXIS-00330)

Select the Fixed Stop probing signal source:
   kenngr.measure.signal    FIXED_STOP

P-AXIS-00331 Position lag limit:
   kenngr.fixed_stop_pos_lag_limit
   e.g. with value 10000 [0.1µm or 0.0001°]

P-AXIS-00332 Number of position control cycles:
   kenngr. fixed_stop_nbr_cycles
   e.g. with value 10

Sequence of measurement run

Measurement by motion to a fixed stop can be illustrated by the example of SERCOS drives as shown in the
sequence below.

NC program (user):

1. Reduce bipolar torque limit S-0-0092 for all drives involved in the measurement run (e.g. by the NC
command #IDENT WR SYN).

2. Disable position lag monitoring in the drives:
ID S-0-0159 = 0

3. Start measurement run (G100).

CNC:

1. Disable position lag monitoring in the position controller for all axes involved in the measurement run.
2. Start of measurement run
3. Adopt actual position as measured value if the position lag exceeds the specified limit P-AXIS-00331.

On gantry systems, only the master axis is monitored.
4. Reduce interpolation to measured value by axis position lag.
5. Enable position lag monitoring in the position controller.

NC program (user):

1. Move away from fixed stop (e.g. G01).
2. Enable position lag monitoring in the drives (set S-0-0159 to original value).
3. NC program: Disable torque limiting in the drives (set S-0-0092 to original value).
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Measurement run to fixed stop with a gantry system 
(Soft Gantry):

%Meas_fixed_stop

; enable SoftGantry
N010 G0 X100 X2=0
N020 #SET AX LINK[1,[X2=X,G,15,20]]
N030 #ENABLE AX LINK[1]

; read values from drives
N040 #IDENT RD     [AXNR 1 ID S-0-0092 P=P1092   TYP 2 DEC 0 SERC]
N050 #IDENT RD     [AXNR 1 ID S-0-0159 P=P1159  TYP 4 DEC 0 SERC]
N060 #IDENT RD     [AXNR 4 ID S-0-0092 P=P2092   TYP 2 DEC 0 SERC]
N070 #IDENT RD     [AXNR 4 ID S-0-0159 P=P2159  TYP 4 DEC 0 SERC]

; enable torque limiting
N080 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 1 ID S-0-0092 VAL=100 TYP 2 DEC 0 SERC]
N090 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 4 ID S-0-0092 VAL=100 TYP 2 DEC 0 SERC]

; disable position lag monitoring in drives
N100 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 1 ID S-0-0159 VAL=0   TYP 4 DEC 0 SERC]
N110 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 4 ID S-0-0159 VAL=0   TYP 4 DEC 0 SERC]

; start measurement run
N120 G100 X1000 Y1000 Z1000 Z2=1000 F1000

; move away from fixed stop
N130 G01 X100 F1000

; re-enable position lag monitoring
N140 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 1 ID S-0-0159 VAL=P1159 TYP 4 DEC 0 SERC]
N150 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 4 ID S-0-0159 VAL=P2159 TYP 4 DEC 0 SERC]

; disable torque limiting
N160 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 1 ID S-0-0092 VAL=P1092  TYP 2 DEC 0 SERC]
N170 #IDENT WR SYN [AXNR 4 ID S-0-0092 VAL=P2092  TYP 2 DEC 0 SERC]

N180 M30
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7.3 Measure with external measuring hardware

Basics

If the control of an external measuring hardware required for the measurement run, the external
measurement interface between the CNC and the PLC can be used. The CNC informs the PLC of the start
and end of a measurement run so that the PLC can enable and disable the measuring hardware accordingly.

CNC – SPS

At the start of a measurement run, the CNC writes the task ‘Enable probe” containing the required parameter
number of the probing input and the relevant edge in the task ‘Enable probe” and sets X_Please = TRUE.

After reading (X_Please = FALSE) and enabling the measuring hardware, the PLC acknowledges the task
with X_Done = TRUE). Accordingly, if the position latch is successful or aborted, the CNC signals the end of
the measurement run with a CNC reset. Please note that the PLC must always acknowledge these tasks.

For more information on the interface structure, refer to the HLI documentation ([HLI]).

After the measurement event occurs, the PLC writes the detected probing position to the control unit
MCControlSGN32Unit_ProbingPosition and then signals the measurement event to the control unit
MCControlBoolUnit_ProbingSignal (see [HLI//Control commands of an axis]).

When the external measuring interface is used, the probing signal of the control unit MCControl-
BoolUnit_ProbingSignal is not dependent on the relevant measuring edge P-AXIS-00518. A positive
edge always signals the successful detection of a measured value in the external measuring hard-
ware.

If the control unit MCControlSGN32Unit_ProbingPosition is not enabled when the measurement
event occurs, the actual value at the time stamp of the probing signal occurrence is used.

Axis parameters

The following axis parameters are required for measuring with the CNC-PLC interface:

P-AXIS-00516 Select the external measurement interface:
kenngr.measure.signal PLC_EXT_LATCH_CONTROL

P-AXIS-00517 Number of the probing input used
kenngr.measure.input      4

P-AXIS-00518 Relevant measuring edge:
kenngr.measure.edge       NEG

Alternatively, the measuring interface can also be enabled in the NC program by the #MEAS command (see
[PROG//Extended programming]).
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CNC-measuring traverse
G100 X...

Meausring signal
ProbingSignal.X_Command

Measuring event

ExtLatchControl.X_Please

Measured value
ProbingPosition.X_Command

ExtLatchControl.X_Done

CNC sets comand
"Enable probe"

CNC sets command
"Disable probe"

PLC acknowledges execution PLC acknowledges execution

PLC signals "Position
latched"

PLC provides measured position

Figure 21: Time sequence of a measurement run with the external measuring interface
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8 Parameter

8.1 Overview
ID Parameter Description
P-CHAN-00057 messtyp Set the default measurement type
P-CHAN-00266 meas_fixed_stop_no_error Error response with measurement type 7

ID Parameter Description
P-AXIS-00516 measure.signal Probing signal
P-AXIS-00517 measure.input Number of probing input
P-AXIS-00518 measure.edge Relevant measuring edge
P-AXIS-00086 hub_messtaster Measuring probe stroke
P-AXIS-00467 probing_offset Permitted path after target point
P-AXIS-00118 messachse Axis can be used as measurement axis.
P-AXIS-00215 vb_messen Measurement feed rate in accordance with

measurement type 2
P-AXIS-00060 echtzeit_bit_nr Number of real-time bit used for SERCOS drives
P-AXIS-00331 fixed_stop_pos_lag_limit Position lag limit
P-AXIS-00332 fixed_stop_nbr_cycles Number of position control cycles
Old parameter up to CNC Build V.2.11.2019.14 (available for downward compatibility)
P-AXIS-00113 mess_neg_flanke Probing signal edge
P-AXIS-00115 mess_signal_achs_steuer Consider external probing signals
P-AXIS-00116 mess_signal_sercos Read in the probing signal with SERCOS
P-AXIS-00117 mess_signal_taster Measuring probe signal via hardware interface
P-AXIS-00257 probing_signal_via_plc Measured value detection in the CNC
P-AXIS-00330 meas_signal_fixed_stop Measurement with motion to a fixed stop
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8.2 Description

8.2.1 Channel parameters
P-CHAN-00057 Predefine measurement type
Description Seven different measurement types are available. This element sets the required

measurement type.
Parameter messtyp
Data type UNS16
Data range 1*: Measurement run with at least one axis,

Measurement feed programmable by F word.
2*: Measurement run with exactly one axis.
Measurement feed is specified in the axis data list.
3: Measurement run with at least one axis,
Measurement feed programmable by F word,
optionally continue motion up to the target point.
4: Measurement run only with the maximum of 3 main axes,
Measurement feed programmable by F word.
5: Interruptible measurement run with at least one axis,
Measurement feed programmable by F word.
6: Interruptible measurement run with at least one SERCOS axis,
Measurement feed programmable by F word.
7*: Measurement run (G100) by moving to a fixed stop with at least one axis,
Measurement feed programmable by F word.

Dimension ----
Default value 1
Remarks * for these measurement types a measurement run is also possible independent

axes.
This measurement type can be changed at any time in the NC program with #MEAS
MODE or #MEAS [TYPE..]. Further information is described in detail in [PROG].
Parameterisation example: Select measurement type 3 for a measurement run with
two axes and then continue motion up to the programmed target point.
Measurement type     3

P-CHAN-00266 Error reaction with measurement type 7
Description With measurement type 7 (measuring with motion to fixed stop), this parameter

influences the error response when the fixed stop is not detected in the
measurement block.
If no error message is output when the fixed stop is not found, the CNC still goes to
the position of the current axis actual value at the end of the measurement run in
order to eliminate a possible position lag (e.g. if the specified position lag is not
reached completely).

Parameter meas_fixed_stop_no_error
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0: Output of an error message if the fixed stop is not detected (default).

1: No output of an error message if the fixed stop is not detected.
Dimension ----
Default value 0
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Remarks Parameterisation example:
meas_fixed_stop_no_error     1

8.2.2 Axis parameters
P-AXIS-00516 Measurement methods
Description The parameter defines the source of the measuring signal during a measuring

traverse, e.g. the probing position can be latched in the drive or the measuring
signal can be provided by the PLC. The measuring signal source can also be
changed in the NC program with the #MEAS command (s. [PROG//Extended
programming]).

This parameter replaces the following old configuration parameters:
• kenngr.mess_signal_taster (P-AXIS-00117)
• kenngr.mess_signal_sercos (P-AXIS-00116)
• kenngr.mess_signal_achs_steuer (P-AXIS-00115)
• kenngr.probing_signal_via_plc (P-AXIS-00257)
• kenngr.meas_signal_drive (P-AXIS-00269)
• kenngr.meas_signal_fixed_stop (P-AXIS-00330)

Parameter kenngr.measure.signal
Data type STRING
Data range DRIVE_TYPE_DEFAULT

PLC
FIXED_-STOP
DRIVE
PLC_EXT_LATCH_CONTROL
PLC_FIRST_EVENT

Axis types T, R, S
Dimension T: ---- R,S: ----
Default value - **

Drive types ----
Remarks ** For backward compatibility reasons, the settings resulting from the old parameters

are used if the parameter P-AXIS-00516 is not defined.

P-
AXIS-00517

Number of probing input

Description The parameter defines the measuring channel, which is used during a measuring
traverse. When the DRIVE measuring signal is set (see P-AXIS-00516) the selected
measuring channel must also be parametrised in the drive (see @@[FCT-C4]).
This parameter replaces the old setting antr.probing_input_nbr (P-AXIS-00430).

Parameter kenngr.measure.input
Data type UNS08
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Data range Valid measuring inputs dependent on drive type and measuring signal (see table below):
Measuring signal
P-AXIS-00516

Drive type
P-AXIS-00018

Measuring input

PLC_EXT_LATCH_CONTROL all 1 to 255
DRIVE SERCOS

CANopen
PROFIDRIVE MC

1 to 2

Conventional
Beckhoff Lightbus
+-10V via field bus
Real-time (RT)-Ethernet
CAN-Bus

1

Axis types T, R, S
Dimension T: ---- R,S: ----
Default value 0 **

Drive types ----
Remarks *All measuring signals which are not shown above do not use the parameter 'Input' for

the measuring channel!
**If P-AXIS-00517 is not specified, the CNC uses the old setting from the parameter P-
AXIS-00430 due to backward compatibility.

P-AXIS-00518 Pulse edge
Description The axis parameter defines the edge of the measuring signal which is used to latch

the position value.
The parameter replaces the setting kenngr.mess_neg_flanke (P-AXIS-00113).

Parameter kenngr.measure.edge
Data type STRING
Data range POS: Latching if positive measured signal edge

NEG: Latching if negative measured signal edge
Axis types T, R, S
Dimension T: ---- R,S: ----
Default value - **

Drive types ----
Remarks **If P-AXIS-00518 is not specified, the CNC uses the old setting from the parameter

P-AXIS-00113 due to backward compatibility.

P-AXIS-00086 Probe stroke for measurement types 2 and 4
Description Some types of mechanical probes have a limited stroke. After activating the probe,

the axis continues to travel by the braking distance which is dependent on the axis
speed and the allowed axis deceleration. In order to avoid damage to the probe, the
maximum permitted stroke can be parametrised. This parameter is only effective for
measurement types 2 and 4 (see P-CHAN-00057). When using these types the
measurement speed is limited in such a way that the braking distance is less than
the probe stroke. If measurement speed correction is executed, a warning is output.

Parameter kenngr.hub_messtaster
Data type UNS32
Data range 0 ≤ hub_messtaster ≤ MAX(UNS32)
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: 0.1µm R: 0.0001°
Default value 50000
Drive types ----
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Remarks A buffer exists between the interpolator and the position controller to calculate the
parameters for feed forward control of axes. This results in a dead time between
calculating a setpoint by the interpolator and its execution in the position controller.
In the worst case, an error may occur during measurement travel because the
interpolator, which monitors the stroke of the measuring probe, ignores the distance
components in the buffer. This can be prevented by enlarging the actual
measurement probe stroke.

P-AXIS-00467 Measurement travel offset for all measurement types
Description The measurement travel offset defines how much further the axis is allowed to move

past the programmed target position if the probe was not yet actuated and the
destination point is already reached. This parameter is not effective in measurement
mode 3 (see P-CHAN-00057) with optional movement to the destination point!

Parameter kenngr.probing_offset
Data type UNS32
Data range 0 ≤ probing_offset ≤ MAX(UNS32)
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: 0.1µm R: 0.0001°
Default value 0
Drive types ----
Remarks From Version V2.11.2010.09 the parameter P-AXIS-00467 replaces the parameter

P-AXIS-00114. For compatibility reasons, the parameter continues to be available,
but it should not be used in new applications because it only has an influence on
measurement traverses with measurement type 2 (see P-CHAN-00057).
The influence of P-AXIS-00467 is more general. It can be used for all measurement
types P-CHAN-00057 except for type 3 (optional further traverse up to the
destination point).

P-AXIS-00118 Define axis as measurement axis
Description The parameter must be assigned to TRUE for all axes that participate in a

measurement traverse.
Parameter kenngr.messachse
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0/1
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types ----
Remarks

P-AXIS-00215 Measurement speed for measurement type 2
Description Depending on the application, measurement travel does not take place with the

programmed feed, but with the feed defined by this parameter.
Parameter kenngr.vb_messen
Data type UNS32
Data range 1 ≤ vb_messen ≤ P-AXIS-00212
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: µm/s R,S: 0.001°/s
Default value 16666
Drive types ----
Remarks This parameter is only used for measurement type 2 [PROG], [CHAN].

P-AXIS-00060 SERCOS-status/control bit for measurement
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Description This entry defines the real time state/control bits used for probing.
Parameter kenngr.echtzeit_bit_nr
Data type UNS08
Data range 0 ≤ echtzeit_bit_nr ≤ 2

Assignment is according to the table below:
P-AXIS-00060 Control bits Status bits

Measurement
Enable

Measuring
done

Measuring probe
activated

0,
no entry

1 P-AXIS-00106 2

1 1 1 2
2 2 2 1

Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types SERCOS
Remarks It is recommended to set P-AXIS-00060 to either 1 or 2. The value 0 is just for

backward compatibility with older versions of the NC-kernel and requires additional
settings (P-AXIS-00106).
If P-AXIS-00060 has a value of 1 or 2, the value in P-AXIS-00106 has no effect.

P-AXIS-00331 Limit for position lag during movement on a fixed stop
Description This parameter specifies the limit for the position lag. After exceeding this limit, the

fixed stop is detected and the measuring position is taken over.
Parameter kenngr.fixed_stop_pos_lag_limit
Data type UNS32
Data range 0 ≤ fixed_stop_pos_lag_limit ≤ MAX(UNS32)
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: 0.1µm R: 0.0001°
Default value 0
Drive types Conventional, SERCOS, Terminal, Lightbus, Profidrive, CANopen
Remarks

P-AXIS-00332 Number of position control cycles during movement on a fixed stop
Description This parameter defines the number of position control cycles for the waiting time

after exceeding of the given position lag limit P-AXIS-00331 before the
measurement value is determined. The counting is started again if the limit is
undershot during this time.

Parameter kenngr.fixed_stop_nbr_cycles
Data type UNS16
Data range 0 < fixed_stop_nbr_cycles < MAX(UNS32)
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: Number of interpolation cycles R: Number of interpolation cycles
Default value 0
Drive types Conventional, SERCOS, Terminal, Lightbus, Profidrive, CANopen
Remarks

Also see about this
2 Overview [} 8]
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8.2.3 Old probing signal parameters (up to version V2.11.2019.14)
P-AXIS-00113 Pulse edge
Description Setting of edge for measurement signal. The edge defines the latch point for the

actual value counter.
Parameter kenngr.mess_neg_flanke
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0: Latching if positive measured signal edge

1: Latching if negative measured signal edge
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types ----
Remarks

P-AXIS-00115 Measurement signal via axis specific control bit mask
Description To make it possible to take external measured signals into account as well, one bit in the

axis-specific control bit pattern is treated as the measured signal. This possibility is
defined by this parameter.

Parameter kenngr.mess_signal_achs_steuer
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0/1
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types ----
Remarks Measuring signal

P-AXIS-00117
(mess_signal_taster)

P-AXIS-00116
(mess_signal_ser-

cos)

P-AXIS-00115
(mess_sig-

nal_achs_steuer)
Drive 

simulation
X - X

Conventional
drive interface

X - X

SERCOS-
drive interface

X X X

P-AXIS-00116 Measurement with SERCOS drives
Description Measurement with SERCOS drives can be performed with two different methods.

The flag defines the measurement signal to be read in via the SERCOS interface.
Parameter kenngr.mess_signal_sercos
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0: Request from a measurement probe

1: Usage of measurement function supplied by the drive (SERCOS measurement)
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types SERCOS
Remarks For the measurement with SERCOS drives, the parameters P-AXIS-00060 and P-

AXIS-00106 are required in addition.

P-AXIS-00117 Measurement signal from hardware interface
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Description The use of the NC kernel's hardware interface is defined by this flag.
Parameter kenngr.mess_signal_taster
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0/1
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types ----
Remarks

P-AXIS-00257 Measurement signal via HLI Control Unit
Description This parameter can determine that the probing signal is read from the HLI via the

control unit MCControlBoolUnit_ProbingSignal and not via the cyclical drive
interface. See also [HLI]. The probing value is the actual value at the moment of the
occurrence of the probing signal.

Parameter kenngr.probing_signal_via_plc
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0/1
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types ----
Remarks Due to the scanning of the probing signal in the cycle time of the PLC, the accuracy

of the probed value is less than the accuracy achieved by using drive internal
probing latches.
Dependent on the drive types, the following measurement methods are
possible:

Drive 
interface

Measuring signal
mess_signal_taster

mess_signal_achs_steuer
probing_signal_via_plc

mess_signal_sercos

Simulation X -
Conventional X -

SERCOS X X

P-AXIS-00330 Measurement with movement on a fixed stop
Description This parameter enables the measurement signal source 'Fixed stop'.
Parameter kenngr.meas_signal_fixed_stop
Data type BOOLEAN
Data range 0/1
Axis types T, R
Dimension T: ---- R: ----
Default value 0
Drive types Conventional, SERCOS, Terminal, Lightbus, Profidrive, CANopen
Remarks The user has to ensure that, during the movement on a fixed stop in the drives

affected, a torque limitation is active and that the velocity is low enough.
All other measurement signal sources (e.g. P-AXIS-00116) must be deselected.
For the measurement with movement on a fixed stop, the parameters P-AXIS-00331
and P-AXIS-00332 are required in addition.
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9 Support and Service
Beckhoff and their partners around the world offer comprehensive support and service, making available fast
and competent assistance with all questions related to Beckhoff products and system solutions.

Beckhoff's branch offices and representatives

Please contact your Beckhoff branch office or representative for local support and service on Beckhoff
products!

The addresses of Beckhoff's branch offices and representatives round the world can be found on her internet
pages: https://www.beckhoff.com

You will also find further documentation for Beckhoff components there.

Beckhoff Support

Support offers you comprehensive technical assistance, helping you not only with the application of
individual Beckhoff products, but also with other, wide-ranging services:

• support
• design, programming and commissioning of complex automation systems
• and extensive training program for Beckhoff system components

Hotline: +49 5246 963 157
Fax: +49 5246 963 9157
e-mail: support@beckhoff.com

Beckhoff Service

The Beckhoff Service Center supports you in all matters of after-sales service:

• on-site service
• repair service
• spare parts service
• hotline service

Hotline: +49 5246 963 460
Fax: +49 5246 963 479
e-mail: service@beckhoff.com

Beckhoff Headquarters

Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG

Huelshorstweg 20
33415 Verl
Germany

Phone: +49 5246 963 0
Fax: +49 5246 963 198
e-mail: info@beckhoff.com
web: https://www.beckhoff.com

https://www.beckhoff.com/support
https://www.beckhoff.com/
https://www.beckhoff.com/
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